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I. INTRODUCTION



F



The bottleneck of the construction procedure is the identification of the antecedent membership functions, which is a nonlinear optimization problem. Typically, gradient-decent neurofuzzy optimization techniques are used [13], with all of he inherent drawbacks of gradient-descent methods. 1) The optimization is sensitive to the choice of initial parameters and hence can easily get stuck in local minima. 2) The obtained model usually has poor generalization properties. 3) During the optimization process, fuzzy rules may loose their initial meaning (i.e., validity as local linear models of the system under study). This hampers the a posteriori interpretation of the optimized TS model. An alternative solution are gradient-free nonlinear optimization algorithms. Genetic algorithms (GAs) proved to be useful for the construction of fuzzy systems [15], [21]. Unfortunately, the severe computational requirements limit their applicability as a rapid model-development tool. Fuzzy clustering in the Cartesian product-space of the inputs and outputs is another tool that has been quite extensively used to obtain the antecedent membership functions [2], [3], [23]. Attractive features of this approach are the simultaneous identification of the antecedent membership functions along with the consequent local linear models and the implicit regularization [16]. By clustering in the product-space, multidimensional fuzzy sets are initially obtained, which are either used in the model directly or after projection onto the individual antecedent variables. As it is generally difficult to interpret multidimensional fuzzy sets, projected one-dimensional fuzzy sets are usually preferred. However, the projection and the approximation of the point-wise defined membership functions by parametric ones may deteriorate the performance of the model. This is due to two types of errors: 1) the decomposition error and 2) the approximation error. The decomposition error can be reduced by using eigenvector projection [2], [19] and/or by fine-tuning the parameterized membership functions. This fine-tuning, however, can result in overfitting and thus poor generalization of the identified model. In this paper, we propose to use the Gath-Geva (GG) clustering algorithm [7] instead of the widely used Gustafson-Kessel (GK) method [9], because with the GG method, the parameters of the univariate membership functions can directly be derived from the parameters of the clusters. Through a linear transformation of the input variables, the antecedent partition can be accurately captured and no decomposition error occurs. Unfortunately, the resulting model is not transparent as it is hard to interpret the linguistic terms defined on the linear combination
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Abstract—The construction of interpretable Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy models by means of clustering is addressed. First, it is shown how the antecedent fuzzy sets and the corresponding consequent parameters of the TS model can be derived from clusters obtained by the Gath-Geva (GG) algorithm. To preserve the partitioning of the antecedent space, linearly transformed input variables can be used in the model. This may, however, complicate the interpretation of the rules. To form an easily interpretable model that does not use the transformed input variables, a new clustering algorithm is proposed, based on the expectation-maximization (EM) identification of Gaussian mixture models. This new technique is applied to two well-known benchmark problems: the MPG (miles per gallon) prediction and a simulated second-order nonlinear process. The obtained results are compared with results from the literature.



UZZY identification is an effective tool for the approximation of uncertain nonlinear systems on the basis of measured data [10]. Among the different fuzzy modeling techniques, the Takagi-Sugeno (TS) model [24] has attracted the most attention. This model consists of “if-then” rules with fuzzy antecedents and mathematical functions in the consequent part. The antecedents fuzzy sets partition the input space into a number of fuzzy regions, while the consequent functions describe the system’s behavior in these regions [22]. The construction of a TS model is usually done in two steps. In the first step, the fuzzy sets (membership functions) in the rule antecedents are determined. This can be done manually, using knowledge of the process, or by some data-driven techniques. In the second step, the parameters of the consequent functions are estimated. As these functions are usually chosen to be linear in their parameters, standard linear least-squares methods can be applied.
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Here, is a multivariable membership function, and are parameters of the local linear model, and is the is usually chosen by the deweight of the rule. The value of signer of the fuzzy system to represent the belief in the accuracy of the th rule. When such knowledge is not available is used. ” can be expressed The antecedent proposition “ is as a logical combination of propositions with univariate fuzzy sets defined for the individual components of , usually in the following conjunctive form: is



is (4)



The degree of fulfillment of the rule is then calculated as the product of the individual membership degrees and the rule’s weight (5)
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of the input variables. To form an easily interpretable model that does not rely on transformed input variables, a new clustering algorithm is proposed based on the expectation-maximization (EM) identification of Gaussian mixture of models. Mixtures are used as models of data originating from several mixed populations. The EM algorithm has been widely used to estimate the parameters of the components in the mixture [5]. The clusters obtained by GG clustering are multivariate Gaussian functions. The alternating optimization of these clusters is identical to the EM identification of the mixture of these Gaussian models when [4]. the fuzzy weighting exponent In this paper, a new cluster prototype is introduced, that can easily be represented by an interpretable TS fuzzy model. In a way that is similar to other fuzzy clustering algorithms, the alternating optimization method is employed in the search for the clusters. This new technique is demonstrated on the MPG (miles per gallon) prediction problem and another nonlinear benchmark process. The obtained results are compared with results from the literature. It is shown that with the proposed modified GG algorithm not only good prediction performance is obtained, but also the interpretability of the model improves. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the TS fuzzy model is presented. Section III describes how GG clustering can be used to identify TS fuzzy models. In Section IV, the modification of this clustering algorithm is proposed and Section V presents the application examples. Conclusions are given in Section VI. II. TAKAGI-SUGENO FUZZY MODEL REGRESSION



FOR



The rules are aggregated by using the fuzzy-mean formula (6)



From (2) and (6), one can see that the TS fuzzy model is equivalent to the operating regime-based model when the validity function is chosen to be the normalized rule degree of fulfillment



NONLINEAR



Consider the identification of an unknown nonlinear system



(7)



(1)



based on some available input-output data and . The index denotes the individual data samples. While it may be difficult to find a model to describe the unknown system globally, it is often possible to construct local linear models around selected operating points. The modeling framework that is based on combining local models valid in predefined operating regions is called operating regime-based modeling [20]. In this framework, the model is generally given by



In this paper, Gaussian membership functions are used to represent the fuzzy sets



(8)



being the center and the variance of the Gaussian with curve. This choice leads to the following compact formula for (5):



(2)



(9)



is the validity function for the th operating regime where is the parameter vector of the corresponding and local linear model. The operating regimes can also be represented by fuzzy sets, in which case the TS fuzzy model is obtained [24]



and The center vector is denoted by is the inverse of the matrix containing the variances on its diagonal



.. .



is (3)



.. .



..



.



.. .



(10)
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where the distribution generated by the th cluster is represented by the Gaussian function



ON



The available data samples are collected in matrix formed and the output by concatenating the regression data matrix vector (13) .. .



.. .



(11)
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-dimensional Therefore, each observation, therefore, is an . column vector Through clustering, the data set is partitioned into clusters. In this paper, is assumed to be known, based on prior knowledge, for instance (refer to [2] for methods to estimate or optimize in the context of system identification). The result is , whose element a fuzzy partition matrix represents the degree of membership of the observation in cluster . Clusters of different shapes can be obtained by using an appropriate definition of cluster prototypes (e.g., linear varieties) or by using different distance measures. The GK clustering algorithm has often been applied to identify TS models. The main drawbacks of this algorithm are that only clusters with approximately equal volumes can be properly identified and that the resulting clusters cannot be directly described by univariate parametric membership functions. To circumvent these problems, in this paper GG algorithm [7] is applied (see also the Appendix). Since the cluster volumes are not restricted in this algorithm, lower approximation error and more relevant consequent parameters can be obtained than with GK clustering. An example can be found in [2, p. 91]. The clusters obtained by GG clustering can be transformed into exponential membership functions defined on the linearly transformed space of the input variables.



joint density of the Through GG clustering, the response variable and the regressors is modeled as a mixture -dimensional Gaussian functions. of multivariate is also a mixture of Gaussian The conditional density models. Therefore, the regression problem (1) can be formulated on the basis of this probability as



A. Probabilistic Interpretation of Gath-Geva Clustering



(14)



Here, is the parameter vector of the local models to be obis the probability tained later (see Section III-C) and that the th Gaussian component is generated by the regression is vector , shown in (13) at the bottom of the page, where obtained by partitioning the covariance matrix as follows: (16)



where



submatrix containing the first rows and columns of ; column vector containing the first elements of last column of ; row vector containing the first elements of the last row of ; ast element in the last row of .



The GG clustering algorithm can be interpreted in the probathe unconditional cluster probbilistic framework. Denote ), given by the ability (normalized such that is the domain of fraction of the data that it explains; influence of the cluster, and will be taken to be multivariate in terms of a mean and covariance magaussian trix . The GG algorithm is equivalent to the identification of a probability density mixture of Gaussians that model the function expanded into a sum over the clusters



The “Gaussian mixture of regressors” model [18] defined by (14) and (15) is, in fact, a kind of operating regime-based model . (2) where the validity function is chosen as Furthermore, this model is also equivalent to the TS fuzzy model where the rule weights in (3) are given by



(12)



(17)



B. Construction of Antecedent Membership Functions



(15)
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When is obtained by the GG clustering algorithm, the covariance matrix can directly be used to obtain the estimate instead of (22)



(23) This follows directly from the properties of least-squares estimation [6]. 2) Total Least-Squares Estimation: As the clusters locally approximate the regression surface, they are -dimensional -dimensional regression space. linear subspaces of the Consequently, the smallest eigenvalue of the th cluster covariis typically in orders of magnitude smaller than ance matrix the remaining eigenvalues [2]. The corresponding eigenvector is then the normal vector to the hyperplane spanned by the remaining eigenvectors of that cluster (24) , the prototype Similar to the observation vector , i.e., into a vector vector is partitioned as corresponding to the regressor , and a scalar corresponding to the output . The eigenvector is partitioned in the same way: . By using these partitioned vectors, (24) can be written as
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and the membership functions are the Gaussians defined by (9). is not necessarily in the diagonal However, in this case, to the univariate form (10) and the decomposition of given by (8) is not possible. fuzzy sets If univariate membership functions are required (for interpretation purposes), such a decomposition is necessary. Two different approaches can be followed. The first one is an approximation, based on the axis-orthog. This approximation will typically inonal projection of troduce some decomposition error, which can, to a certain degree, be compensated by using global least-squares reestimation of the consequent parameters. In this way, however, the interpretation of the local linear models may be lost, as the rule consequents are no longer local linearizations of the nonlinear system [1], [17]. The second approach is an exact one, based on eigenvector projection [2], also called the transformed input-domain and , as the approach [19]. Denote , respectively. eigenvalues and the unitary eigenvectors of Through the eigenvector projection, the following fuzzy model is obtained in the transformed input domain: is



is



(18)



are the transformed input variables. The where Gaussian membership functions are given by



(19)



and variances



with the cluster centers



(25)



from which the parameters of the hyperplane defined by the cluster can be obtained



.



(26)



C. Estimation of Consequent Parameters



Here, the two least-squares methods for the estimation of the parameters in the local linear consequent models are presented. They are: 1) weighted total least squares (TLS) and 2) weighted ordinary least squares. 1) Ordinary Least-Squares Estimation: The ordinary weighted least-squares method can be applied to estimate the consequent parameters in each rule separately, by minimizing the following criterion: (20)



is the regressor matrix extended by a unitary where is a matrix having the membership degrees on column and its main diagonal



Although the parameters have been derived from the geometrical interpretation of the clusters, it can be shown that (26) is equivalent to the weighedTLS estimation of the consequent parameters, where each data point is weighed by the corresponding membership degree [2]. The TLS algorithm should be used when there are errors in the input variables. Note, however, that the TLS algorithm does not minimize the mean-square prediction error of the model, as opposed to the ordinary least-squares algorithm. Furthermore, if the input variables of the model are locally strongly correlated, the smallest eigenvector does not define a hyperplane related to the regression problem; rather, it may reflect the dependency of the input variables. IV. MODIFIED GATH-GEVA CLUSTERING



.. .



.. .



..



.



.. .



(21)



The weighted least-squares estimate of the consequent parameters is given by (22)



As discussed in Section III-B, the main drawback of the construction of interpretable TS fuzzy models via clustering is that clusters are generally axes-oblique rather than axes-parallel has nonzero off-diagonal (the fuzzy covariance matrix elements) and consequently a decomposition error is made in their projection. To circumvent this problem, in this section, we propose a new fuzzy clustering method.
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maximize the likelihood of the data are sought. The new unconditional probabilities are



A. Expectation-Maximization-Based Fuzzy Clustering for Regression Each cluster is described by an input distribution, a local model, and an output distribution



(32) The means and the weighted covariance matrices are computed by



(27) (33) The input distribution, parameterized as an unconditional Gaussian [8], defines the domain of influence of the cluster in a way similar to the multivariate membership functions (9)



(34) In order to find the maximizing parameters of the local linear models, the derivative of the log-likelihood is set equal to zero



The output distribution is
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(28)



(29)



When the transparency and interpretability of the model is imcan be reduced to its portant, the cluster covariance matrix diagonal elements, similar to the simplified axis-parallel version of the GG clustering algorithm [11]



(30)



The identification of the model means the determination of the . Below, the EM idencluster parameters: tification of the model is presented, followed by a reformulation of the algorithm in the form of fuzzy clustering. The basics of EM are as follows. Suppose we know some observed values of a random variable and we wish to model the density of by using a model parameterized by . The EM algorithm obtains an estimate that maximizes the likelihood by iterating over the following two steps. 1) E-step— In this step, the current cluster parameters are assumed to be correct and based on them, the posare computed. These posterior probabilities terior probabilities can be interpreted as the probability that a particular piece of data was generated by the particular cluster’s distribution. By using the Bayes theorem, the conditional probabilities are



(31) 2) M-step— In this step, the current data distribution is assumed to be correct and the parameters of the clusters that



(35)



represents the local consequent models . This equation results in weighted least-squares identification of the local linear models (22) with the weighting matrix



Here,



.. .



.. .



..



.



.. .



(36)



are calculated. These Finally, the standard deviations disstandard deviations are parameters of the tribution functions defined by (29)



(37)



B. Modified Gath-Geva Fuzzy Clustering for the Identification of TS Models In this subsection, the EM algorithm is reformulated to provide an easily implementable algorithm, similar to GG clustering, for the identification of TS fuzzy models that do not use transformed input domains. Initialization: Given the data set , specify , choose the and the termination tolerance weighting exponent . Initialize the partition matrix such that (51) holds. ( is the iteration counter) Repeat for
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Step 1: Calculate the parameters of the clusters: • Centers of the membership functions (38) • Standard deviations of the Gaussian membership functions



3) EMR-TI: the proposed method with transformed input variables; 4) EMR-NI: the proposed method with the original input variables. As some clustering methods are sensitive to differences in the numerical ranges of the different features, the data can be normalized to zero mean and unit variance (45)



(39) and are the mean and the variance of the given where variable, respectively. • Parameters of the local models (40) where the weights are collected in the given by (21). • A priori probabilities of the clusters



matrix



• Weights of the rules



(42)



: Step 2: Compute the distance measure The distance measure consists of two terms. The first one is the distance between the cluster centers and , while the second one quantifies the performance of the local linear models



(43)



Step 3: Update the partition matrix



(44)



until



The goal is to predict the fuel consumption of an automobile on the basis of several given characteristics, such as the weight, model year, etc. The data set was obtained from the UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories (FTP address: ftp://ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/auto-mpg). After removing samples with missing values, the data set was reduced to 392 entries. This data set was divided into a training set and a test set, each containing 196 samples. The performance of the models is measured by the root mean squared prediction error (RMSE)
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(41)



A. Automobile MPG Prediction



.



V. APPLICATION EXAMPLES Two identification problems are considered. The first one is the automobile MPG prediction benchmark. The second one is the identification of a simulated nonlinear dynamic system from the literature. In both examples, the following methods were used and compared: 1) GG-TLS: Gath-Geva clustering with total least-squares estimation of the consequent parameters; 2) GG-LS: Gath-Geva clustering with weighted ordinary least-squares estimation of the consequent parameters;



The approximation power of the identified models is then compared with fuzzy models with the same number of rules obtained by the MATLAB fuzzy toolbox (the ANFIS model [12]) and the fuzzy model identification (FMID) toolbox based on GK clustering [2]. The inputs to the TS fuzzy model are: : displacement; : horsepower; : weight; : acceleration; and : model year. Originally, there were six features available. The first one, the number of cylinders, is neglected here because the clustering algorithms run into numerical problems on features with only a small number of discrete values. Fuzzy models with two, three, and four rules were identified with the proposed method. With the two-rule model, the proposed clustering method achieved RMSE values of 2.72 and 2.85 for the training and test data, respectively, which is nearly the same performance as with the three- and four-rule models. The FMID toolbox gives very similar results: RMSE values of 2.67 and 2.95 for the training and test data. Considerably worse results where obtained with the ANFIS algorithm, which gave an overtrained model with the RMSE of 1.97 on the training data but 91.35 on the test data. These results indicate that the proposed clustering method has very good generalization properties. For a further comparison, we also present the results of a linear regression model given in [12]. This linear model has seven parameters and six input variables (the previously given five variables and the number of cylinders). The training and test RMSE of this model are 3.45 and 3.44, respectively.
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Fuzzy models with only two input variables were also identified, where the selected features were taken from [12], where the following model structure was proposed:



TABLE I COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE IDENTIFIED TS MODELS WITH TWO INPUT VARIABLES



(46) As the GG and EM-TI models capture correlations among the input variables, the TS fuzzy model extracted from the clusters should use multivariable antecedent membership functions: is or transformed input variables is



is



is the estimated MPG and . These models cannot be easily analyzed, interpreted, and validated by human experts, because the fuzzy sets (linguistic terms) are defined in a multidimensional or linearly transformed space. However, the proposed EM-NI method (modified GG clustering) results in the standard rules with the original antecedent variables in the conjunctive form is
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where



is



(47)



Table I compares the prediction performance of the obtained models: Among the four presented approaches, only the total least squares identification is sensitive to the normalization of the data. Hence, in Table I, GG-TLS-N denotes the results obtained by making the identification with the use of normalized data. Normally, the model performance on the training data improves with the increasing number of clusters, while the performance on the evaluation data improves until the effect of over-fitting appears and then it starts degrading (bias-variance tradeoff). However, when the TLS method is applied, the training error became larger with the increase of the model complexity. This is because the input variables of the model are strongly correlated and the smallest eigenvector does not define a hyperplane related to the regression problem, but it reflects the dependency of the input variables. Already, for two clusters, the difference between the two small eigenvalues is for the very small (the eigenvalues are for the second one). first cluster and The proposed fuzzy clustering method showed a slightly better performance than the GG algorithm. As these methods identify fuzzy models with transformed input variables, they have good performance because of the effective axes-oblique partition of the input domain, which can be seen in Fig. 1. The EM-NI algorithm presented in Section IV-B yields clusters that are not rotated in the input space (see Fig. 2). These clusters can be projected and decomposed to easily interpretable membership functions defined on the individual features as shown in Fig. 3 for the two-rule model and in Fig. 4 for the two-rule model. This constraint, however, reduces the flexibility of the model, which can result in worse prediction performance. We use EMR-TI to demonstrate how much



Fig. 1. Clusters detected by GG clustering algorithm.



performance one has to sacrifice for the interpretability. For this example, the difference in performances turns out to be negligible (see Table I). The fuzzy toolbox of MATLAB (ANFIS, neuro-fuzzy model) [14] and the FMID toolbox [2] were also used to identify fuzzy models for the MPG prediction problem. As can be seen from Table I, the proposed method obtains fuzzy models that have good performance compared to these alternative techniques. The resulted model is also good at extrapolation. The prediction surface of the model with two inputs is shown in Fig. 5. If this surface is compared to the prediction surface of the ANFIS generated model (see [12]), one can see that the ANFIS model spuriously estimates higher MPG for heavy cars because of lack of data due to the tendency of manufacturers to begin building small compact cars during the mid 1970s. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the obtained EM-NI model does not suffer from this problem. B. Identification of a Nonlinear System The second system under study is a second-order nonlinear system (48)



where



(49)
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Clusters detected by the modified algorithm.



Fig. 4. Membership functions of the TS model for MPG prediction based on five inputs.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Membership functions obtained.



Fig. 5.



We approximate the nonlinear component of the plant with a fuzzy model. Following the approach in [25], 400 simulated data points were generated from the plant model: 200 samples of the identification data were obtained with a random input uniformly distributed in , followed by signal 200 samples of evaluation data obtained using a sinusoidal input . The simusignal lated data are shown in Fig. 6. The input of the model is . Table II compares the performance [mean squared error (MSE)] of the models identified with these techniques. From the prediction surface and the operating regimes of the local linear models of the fuzzy model (see Figs. 7 and 8), one can see that the proposed EM-NI method results in almost optimal antecedent and consequent parameters. We compare our results with those obtained by the optimal rule selection approach proposed by Yen and Wang [25]. Their method uses various information criteria to successively select rules from an initial set of 36 rules in order to obtain a compact and accurate model. The initial rule base was obtained by partitioning each of the two inputs into six equally distributed fuzzy sets. The rules were selected in an order determined by an or-



Prediction surface of the model.



Fig. 6. Simulated output of the plant and the corresponding input signal.



thogonal transform. When linear rule consequents were used, the optimal fuzzy model with 24 rules achieved the MSE of on the training data and on the evaluation data.
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are presented. The resulted fuzzy models are based on the transformed input-domain approach, which allows for the effective partitioning of the input space, but at the same time may hamper the interpretability of the model. To form a more transparent model that does not rely on transformed input variables a new clustering algorithm has been proposed that does not take into account the correlation among the input variables of the model. The performance of the proposed modeling technique was demonstrated on benchmarks from the literature. APPENDIX GATH-GEVA CLUSTERING ALGORITHM In this Appendix, the GG clustering algorithm is presented. It is based on the minimization of the sum of weighted squared and the cluster centers distances between the data points
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(50) contains the cluster centers and is a weighting exponent that determines the fuzziness of . The fuzzy the resulting clusters and it is often chosen as partition matrix has to satisfy the following conditions:



where



Fig. 7. Surface plot of the TS model. Available data samples are shown as black dots.



with



(51)



The minimum of (50) is sought by the following alternating optimization method: Initialization: Given a set of data specify , choose the and the termination tolerance weighting exponent . Initialize the partition matrix such that (51) holds. Repeat for Step 1: Calculate the cluster centers. (52)



. Step 2: Compute the distance measure The distance to the prototype is calculated based on the fuzzy covariance matrices of the cluster



Fig. 8.



Operating regimes obtained.



Based on this comparison, we can conclude that the proposed modeling approach is capable of obtaining good accuracy, while using fewer rules than other approaches presented in the literature.



(53) The distance function is chosen as



VI. CONCLUSION The application of fuzzy clustering to the identification of TS fuzzy models has been addressed. Methods to extract TS fuzzy models from fuzzy clusters obtained by GG clustering



(54)
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with the a priori probability (55) Step 3: Update the partition matrix



(56) until
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